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Having been longtime observers of the mental health profession, we have come to know the value and benefits that its professionals offer to consumers of their services. Unfortunately, many of the consumers whom professionals take into therapy try to do them harm in return. With a proliferation of licensing boards and other regulatory authorities, consumers have easier and more numerous options to seek redress for perceived malevolent and negligent acts. With the advent of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy and Security Rules, mental health professional clients come to us for assistance with a state licensing board complaint while seeking our help with a duplicate complaint filed by the same client with the Office of Civil Rights or the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid. The same therapist may hold two or more state licenses and each board may pursue its own investigation, disciplinary action, and sanctioning. Add to this, membership in professional organizations and specialty certifications, and you can see just how many outlets a client wishing to do harm or mischief to a mental health professional has to choose from.

The world is not a kinder and gentler place for mental health professionals. Professional associations, licensing boards, the federal government, certifying authorities, media, and clients are quick to judge negatively and punish the conduct of mental health professionals. There are more technical rules in place for mental health professionals to be aware of and to comply with. Jurisprudence exams are a direct result of the complexities in ethical codes and legal statutes and the need for regulatory authorities to increase knowledge and compliance with all of these rules and requirements of practice. It is much easier and more probable now for an overworked, undercompensated, and unappreciated mental health professional to make a technical mistake.
that results in sanctioning even if the client has not been harmed or has even benefited from the therapy.

There has never been a more precarious time to practice one of the mental health disciplines. It is our goal to present ethical information and advice on how mental health professionals can practice with less risk of harm from clients. We want the book to be both a guide and a practice aid for practitioners as well as a teaching tool for instructors in mental health discipline educational programs. We weave in HIPAA rules where applicable as well as the ethical codes and canons of the major national professional associations. We devote entire chapters to identifying risky and dangerous clients.

Practitioners must remember, though, that they need to become knowledgeable about the specific state rules and statutes for the state and locations where they are providing services. It is not possible in a book of this length to be state specific, although the major ethical principles are applicable across the country.

Many years ago, the authors were asked to serve on a panel of experts; the topic was “Ethical Problems of Mental Health Professionals.” The other two panel members were both providers in the field of mental health; one was a PhD psychologist employed by a fledgling managed care company and the other was a clergyman who, at about age 40, decided to earn a counseling degree and change professions from the ministry to counseling. Armed with his advanced degree, he was pursuing a career as a counselor in a group practice.

When we assembled to prepare for the presentation, both mental health professionals were ready to deal with global questions, such as counseling with children about abortion, dealing with “tough love,” or the ethical consequences of needed treatment with limited funds. They wanted to discuss the big picture, ethical dilemmas that would make the participants think. These were problems that would evoke a thought process but would not necessarily provide concrete answers the participants could rely on and carry back to their offices. So the question arose: Did the attendees want to learn how to think or did they seek some practical suggestions about the ethical nuts and bolts of their profession?
When we suggested that ethics, in our opinion, concerned the published ethical canons or codes of their professions, we received only a blank stare. The psychologist allowed that she had taken an ethics course in graduate school about 10 years ago but remembered little about it; while the counselor admitted he had never taken a course specifically called “ethics,” but he received annual copies of the licensing law that contained the ethical codes. And where were these codes now? Lying unread in the bottom of his desk drawer, available to be studied on a moment’s notice should a complaint ever be filed against him with the state licensing board.

We were shocked and disappointed. As advocates and practicing attorneys who have represented mental health professionals before licensing boards, we assumed (incorrectly, apparently) that when the subject of ethics came up, we were referring to canons of ethics promulgated either by licensing boards or by national professional organizations. We were aware of the many individuals who had been disciplined by local boards or threatened with expulsion by national organizations. We faithfully read the publications of the various mental health disciplines that list by name and city the professionals disciplined for all manner of infractions or violations of ethical guidelines and list those who have been found guilty of misconduct. These individuals needed representation to protect their licenses, livelihood, and reputation. General postulates of ethical rights and wrongs are interesting topics to banter around in a profound conversation, but as attorneys educated in the adversary system, we felt that the target audience of mental health professionals would be more interested in ethical questions such as: How many ways are mental health professionals vulnerable? What does the state require regarding informed consent? Can you accept a referral fee for referring clients? What are some obvious and some subtle boundary violations or dual relationships? What kind of records can you keep and what kind of records must you keep? Guidance for all these problem areas is set forth in the published codes of ethics of the state board (and published in one form or another in the board rules of most sister states).

The argument was long and spirited without resolution. Since we couldn't agree on anything else, each of the four presenters spoke for
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